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Scuola Normale Superiore
The aim of these lectures is to introduce a mathematical framework where variational problems modeled
on the segmentation problem
(1) minimize { Vul2 dx + aXn,,(K) + f ju- g 2 dx } K c 0 closed, u E W1 '2 (0 \ K)
O\K n\K
can be stated and have a solution. Here 0 c R ' is a bounded open set, a, # > 0 and ),-i is the Hausdorff
(n - 1)-dimensional outer measure in Rn.
For instance, when n = 2 and f represents the 2-dimensional image given by a camera, problem (1)
can be seen as the weak formulation of the problem of finding the 'best" decomposition of 0 in a finite
number of piecewise smooth regions fl1,..., fN, a function u which is harmonic in each 0i and close to f.
The regions 0i correspond to the real objects seen by the camera. The functional (1) takes into account the
total length of the boundaries of the sets nii, the L2 norm of u - g, and the W 1' 2 norm on each set 0i. The
equivalence between the original segmentation problem and its weak formulation (1) has not been proven
yet, but it is an highly reasonable conjecture. Actually, a regularity theorem is needed, asserting that for
every pair (u, K) minimizing (1), the set K is made up with a finite number of points joined by C1 arcs.
We shall discuss these regularity problems later.
To prove that problem (1) has a solution, basically we use the so-called direct method of the Calculus
of Variations, which consists in finding a topology a such that the functional F is at the same time lower
semicontinuous and coercive (i.e., the sublevels (F < t} of the functional are a-compact). This will be done
first by finding a formulation of problem (1) in a space of functions of bounded variations, and then by
proving lower semicontinuity and coercivity with respect to the Lo (n) topology. Moreover, we can prove
existence of minimizers for much more general functionals, of the form
(2) 7(u) = f (x, uVu) dx + f p(x, u+,t, v) dX-l(x).
nO\K K
The techniques we adopt are derived from the early ideas of De Giorgi, Federer and Caccioppoli about
sets of finite perimeter in the 50's, therefore the first two lectures are devoted to a recall of the basic notions
on this subject and on functions of bounded variation. The subsequent lectures are devoted to the proof of
compactness and lower semicontinuity theorems. We shall also deal with the first variation of the functional
in (1), with the regularity of solutions, and with the approximation by elliptic functionals. Hence, the scheme
will be the following:
1. Sets of finite perimeter.
2. The spaces BV(f), SBV(0).
8. Slicing and main compactness theorem.
4. Lower semicontinuity.
5. Regularity of minimizers and first variation.
6. Approximation with elliptic functionals via r-convergence.
1Research supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office, contract
DAAL03-86-K-0171.
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1. Sets of finite perimeter.
First, we introduce some notation. By B(fl) we shall denote the class of Borel sets B c 0f. We set also
n,(B) = JBI = Lebesgue n - dimensional measure B,
Xn-1 (B) = Hausdorff (n - 1) - dimensional measure B,
sn-l = {v E Rn : II = 1v ,
on = Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in R n ,
= {x E f: lim lBnBp(x)l = t} (t E 10, 1]).
P-O+ Wnpn
We denote by XA : fl -- {0, 1} the characteristic function of a set A c f. If /: B(fl) -_ [0, +oo] is a
measure, and if h: f -_ RP is a function such that
f Ihldu < +oo,
0
we denote by h j./ the measure whose density with respect to / is h. We set also
/SIA = XA */·,
provided A is a Borel set.
From the point of view of Calculus of Variations, we are interested in finding a notion of perimeter for
Borel sets A c fn which fulfils the following two reasonable properties:
(1.1) P(A) = Jn,-l(OA n n) whenever A is an open set with piecewise C1 boundary;
(1.2) P is lower semicontinuous with respect to local convergence in measure, i.e.
P (A) < liminf P(Ah)
h--+oo
for all sequences of Borel sets Ah such that
*lim [(A \ A) U (A\A)] n K =0
for every compact set K c f. One of the first definitions of perimeter has been given by Caccioppoli, who
defined
(1.3) PI(A) = inf{liminf J)n-l(3Ah n n): Ah -- A locally in measure, Ah piecewise smooth}.
h-*+oo
In other words, a set A c fl has finite perimeter (in f2) if and only if there exists a sequence of piecewise
smooth sets Ah converging to A and such that )n-l(84Ah n f) is bounded.
A different definition starts from the Gauss-Green formula
(1.4) f divgdx = - f (g, v) dn-1 g E Co (f; R n )
A aAnO
which holds for every open set A with piecewise C1 boundary. In (1.4), v is the inner normal to A. We set
P2 (A) = I[l(n) if there exists a measure : B(nf) -- R" with finite total variation, such that
(1.5) f divgdx= f /9Mi)dRi Vg E Clor(S; Rn).
0~~~~
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If no such measure exists, we set P2 (A) = +oo. Since in the regular case we have
A, = V' .n-l|lA
this definition fulfils (1.1). By Riesz's representation theorem, it is easily seen that
(1.6) P2(A) = sup{fdivgdx: g Col(f;Rn), 0 < g < 1}
A
for every Borel set A C Q. By using (1.6) it can be shown that P2 satisfies also condition (1.2).
The third definition of perimeter is due to Federer ([B5], 4.5.6), who defined the essential boundary 3*A
of a Borel set A as the set of points where A has neither density 0 nor density 1, i.e.,
(1.7) *A = f \ (Ao U A) ={x E n : limsup BP() n A > and limsup IB(x) \Al > 0}
p--,.o+ Wnpn p--O+ Wnpn
and
(1.8) P3 (A) =  n-l(a*A).
In a series of papers appeared between 1954 and 1960 ([B2], [B3], [B6]), De Giorgi and Federer proved that
all these definitions agree, that is, P1 (A) = P2 (A) = P3 (A) for every Borel set A. Moreover, they proved that
the essential boundary 0*A of a set of finite perimeter has many interesting properties. The first property
is that a*A is equivalent, modulo Xn_l1-negligible sets, to the set of points where the density is 1/2, i.e.,
(1.9) a*A D All2 and ),-l(*1 (A \ All 2 ) = 0.
In particular, the density of sets of finite perimeter exists ),n 1 -almost everywhere in Q and belongs to the
set {0, 1/2, 1). The second property is that a*A is a support for the measure , in (1.5), and there exist a
Borel function v: a*A n-- S' such that (1.5) holds, that is,
(1.10) /(B) = vdX- 1 VB E B(fl).
8*AnB
Finally, the set 8*A is countably rectifiable in the sense of Federer ([B5], chapter 3), i.e.,
(1.11) a*A c U rhuN
hEN
for a suitable sequence of C' hypersurfaces rh, and X)n-il(N) = 0.
By (1.5), (1.10), the classical Gauss-Green formula continues to hold in a weak sense for sets of finite
perimeter, provided the topological boundary is replaced by the essentail boundary. Now, we want to show
that also the unitary vector v which occurs in (1.10) can be seen as a "normal" vector to A and a*A. Given
a set S c Rn, one possible way to define a set of tangent vectors to S at x is to consider them as limits of
secant vectors, setting
Tan(S, x)= {v E R :v = lim hx Ph O0, Xh E S}-h--*+oo Ph
The need to neglect ),nl-negligible sets leads to the definition of approximate tangent set:
(1.12) ap Tan(S, x) = n{Tan(S, x) : S' c S, liraT Xn-(S n Bp() \ S') 0)pfllI ~~s lms III·arlraarP~~· q "~s'
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By the De Giorgi theorem (see for instance [B4]) it follows that
(1.13) ap Tan(a*A, x) = {v E R : (v, v(z)) = 0}
for X(,,_-almost every z E a*A, provided n-l (a*A) < +oo. Moreover, the vector v(x) is an 'inner" normal
to A because
(1.14) lim A n {y E Bp() : (y-x, v(x)) < O} =
p-+O+ wnpn
and
(1.15) lim l{y E Bp() : (y - x, v(z)) > 0} \ Al = 0.
p--O+ wnpn
Example 1. The topological boundary of a set of finite perimeter may be much greater than the essential
boundary, even if the set is open. Let n > 1, and let = ({di}iEN be a countable dense set in R n . Let
(pi) C]O, 1] be a sequence such that
oo
nw p-' < e,
i=l
where e > 0 is a given positive number. The open set
A= U Bp, (d)
iEN
has finite perimeter in Rn because
h h
(A) < liminf P (U B ()) < n lim inf Epn-l < .h--+oo h-+oo
i=l i=l
On the other hand, since IAI < e/n < +oo, the set cA = AA = Rn \ A has infinite Lebesgue measure.
Example 2. If n = 1, 0i = R, the sets of finite perimeter in R are equivalent (modulo a £1 negligible set)
to a finite union of intervals. This can be easily seen recalling that the characteristic function XA of a set of
finite perimeter is a real function of bounded variation, hence the nuber of (essential) discontinuities must
be finite (see (2.4), §2).
Example 3. Let u: l -. R be a Lipschits function. We shall later see that for almost every t E R the
open set (z E i : u(z) > t} has finite perimeter in i, and the following equalities hold ([B51 3.2.22, 4.5.9)
(1.16) f IVud = f ),_(a(8*{u > t}) dt = ) Xn-l({u = t}) dt.
0 oo
The following compactness theorem is the main motivation of the introduction of sets of finite perimeter in
Calculus of Variations (see for instance [B41).
Theorem 1.1. Let (Ah) c B(it) be a sequence of sets of finite perimeter in i such that
sup P(Ah) < +oo.
hEN
Then, there exists a subsequence (Ahk) converging locally in measure to a set A E B(Q) with finite perimeter
in il. Moreover, if 11 has finite perimeter in Rn, then the subsequence converges in measure in Ql.
-- ---------- l--·- - -~--_ -_-"I ~~I-
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Example 4. Assume that n1 has finite perimetr in Rn, and let c E [0, Iil]. Let p: -Rn [0, +oo[ be a
convex function satisfying the conditions
q(tp) = t~o(p) Vt > 0, p E R ",
and
9(v) > O ¥v E Sn-l .
Using theorem 1.1. and a lower semicontinuity result (see theorem 4.2 in §4 or [C27]), it is possible to show
that the generalized isoperimetric problem
min(/ f(v )dn_ : AE B(Of), IAI=c}
a*A
has a solution in the class of sets of finite perimeter in f. The regularity of the solutions is strictly related
to the regularity and the strict convexity of sp.
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2. The spaces BV(n), SBV(11).
We begin by recalling the definition and the main properties of functions of bounded variation in an
open interval J C R. We say that u: J -- R is a function of bounded variation in J if
(2.1) Vj(u) = sup{> lu(ti+l )- u(ti)l : inf J < t1 < ... < tk < sup J} < +0.
i=1
The real number defined in (2.1) is often called total variation of the function u in J. It is not difficult to
see that the functions of bounded variation fulfil the following properties:
(2.2) for all t E J there exist the limits
U+(t) = limn u(s), u-.(t) = lim u(s)
and these limits are equal outside a countable set;
(2.3) there exists a unique measure p : B(J) --, R with finite total variation, such that u(t) = (10, t[) except
for a countable set of real numbers t, and moreover lIu(J) < Vj(u). The measure u is the distributional
derivative of u, i.e.
fug'dt =- fgdy VgECo(J).
J J
By (2.3) and by the Vitali-Lebesgue theorem on differentiation of mesures, we get also
(2.4) the function u is differentiable almost everywhere, and
J lu'ldt+ lu+-u- I dxo < l(J) < VJ(u).
J J
In order to gain consistency with the definitions of functions of bounded variation in more than one dimension,
we give introduce now a slight generalization of (2.1). We denote by BV(J) the space of Borel functions
u: J -_ R such that
ess-Vj(u) = inf{Vj(v) : v = u almost everywhere} < +oo.
Of course, properties (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) continue to hold for functions in BV(J), provided a suitable repre-
sentative in the equivalence class is chosen. Given any open set (I c R, and given a function u E Ll(n), we
say that u E BV(l) if u E BV(J) for every connected component J c (I, and
ess-Vn(u) = Z{ess-VJ(u) : J c n connected component} < +oo.
In order to define the functions of bounded variation in domains with 2 dimensions or more, the most
natural idea, which goes back to Cesari and Tonelli ([C131, [C32]), is to use a slicing argument. Given a
unitary vector v E S' - l , we set
iv: = {x E Rn : (x, V) = 0};
(2.5) j = {t E R: z + tvEf} (x E r,);
u .(t) = u(x + tv) (2 E r,, t E n).-
Then, we say that u E L'(fl) belongs to BV(fl), the space of functions of bounded variation in n, if for
any unitary vector v E S"n- we have
uz E BV(l,.) for )n,- - a.e. x E ir,,
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and
(2.6) f ess-Vn.(u=u)dXn-l (x) < +oo,
fly
(with the convention ess-Vn, = 0 if nl = 0). The integral in (2.7) evaluates a sort of "variation along the
direction v", and u E BV(fl) if this variation is finite in any possible direction.
It is possible to give many alternative and useful definitions of the space BV(fl). We summarize them
in the following theorem (see [B5], theorem 4.5.9, and [B11], [C5], [C201).
Theorem 2.1. Let u E L1 ( 2). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) u E BV();
(ii) there exists a measure Du = (Diu,..., D,,u) :B(fl) - Rn with finite total variation, such that
f(divg)u dx - g(i) dDiu Vg e O(fl;Rn);
C ni=1
(iii) there exists a sequence of C°° (i) functions uh such that
hliom h - ul dx = 0, and L = lim sup [Vuhl dx< +oo;
(iv) the set {x E f: u(x) > t} has finite perimeter in f for almost every t E R, and
+'oo
,,n-(8a*{U > t}) dt < +oo;
(v) the set
Eu = {(:x,t) E n x R: u(x) < t}
has finite perimeter in f x R.
Moreover, the total variation in fl of the measure Du, the least possible L in (iii), and the integral in
(iv) are equal.
By any of the three characterization of total variation given in theorem 2.1 it easily follows that the
total variation is a lower semicontinuous functional with respect to L/oc (f) converegence. We recall a well
known compactness theorem concerning sequences of functions of bounded variations. This theorem is the
exact counterpart of theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.2. Let {uh,} c BV(fl) be a sequence of functions such that
sup l{f Iuh dx + IDuht(f) } <+oo.
Then, there exists a subsequence uh, converging in Loc(fl) to u E SBV(fl). Moreover, if 0 has finite
perimeter in R n , then the sequence u,, converges in L1 (f).
Now, we give some important examples of functions of bounded variation.
Example 1. By (ii), we get the inclusion
wll'(n) c Bs(a).
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By (ii), we obtain also that the characteristic function XA of any set of finite perimeter A belongs to BV(fl),
and
P(A) = IDxAl(n).
Example 2. More generally, by means of (iv) and of the properties of sets of finite perimeter, it is
possible to prove that the function
)= u() if x E A;
w(X) =
v(x) ifzEfi\A;
belongs to BV(f), provided u, v E BV(S2) and A has finite perimeter in Qf. In particular, piecewise W 1,1
functions belong to BV (f1). This decomposability property is typical of BV (ft), and it is not shared by the
Sobolev spaces.
Example 3. Let A be the open set of example 2, §1. It is easy to see that every function equal to XA
almost everywhere is discontinuous in a set of infinite measure.
Example 3 shows that, even if we choose a particular representative, in more than 1 dimensions we
cannot hope for nice continuity and differentiability properties of functions in BV (f). However, we shall see
that properties (2.2), (2.4) continue to hold in a weak sense. The basic idea is to neglect not only negligible
sets, but also sets with 0 density. Let u: f -* R be a Borel function. We define the approximate upper
limit of u at x as the greatest lower bound of all t E [-oo, +oo] such that {x E f : u(x) > t} has 0 density
at x, i.e.,
(2.7) u () = inf{t E [-oo, +oo: lim I{u> t}n B(x)I 0
p--.O+ pn
Similarly, we define the approximate lower limit u- as
(2.8) u-(x) = sup{t E [-oo, +o00: lm I{ < t)n B,,(x) 0 .p-+O+ pn
The approximate upper and lower limits are Borel functions, and in general u- () < u+(x). We set
(2.9) Su, = {x E : u-(x) < U+ (x)}.
We shall consider the points z E f \ Su as points of 'approximate continuity" for the function u, and the
value of the limit is the common value of u+ , u-. This definition is a little bit more general than the
definition based on limits of averaged integrals. In fact, for any z E R we have the implication
(2.10) Jim p -n f Ju-zl d=O = u (X)=C(x) = z.
Bp(2)
The opposite implication holds only if u E Lo (f), as the following example shows.
Example 4. Let n = 2, let 0 < r < +oo, 0 < 8 < 2ir and let u = u(r, 9): R2 -1 R be defined in polar
coordinates by
U(r, = ) = 0 if r < sin(/2);
r - a otherwise.
Then, u E o¢c(R 2) if a < 2, u+(0,0) = u-(0,0) = 0, but the limit in (2.10) is equal to +oo if a > 1.
We remark that S, is always a negligible set ([B5], 2.9.13); in the particular case u = XA for some Borel
set A, the set S, is equal to the essential boundary a*A. By (2.7), (2.8) it follows also
= u+ = u- E R E x E { y E rf: Ju(y) - zl > e}o Ve > 0.
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Using the above equivalence, we can also define a reasonable generalization of the one-sided limits in (2.2).
Given v E S n - l , z E R, we say that z = u+(z, v) if
(2.11) lim Ij{Y E Bp() : (y- z, ) > , Iu(y) - zI > e} 0
p-O+ Wnp n
for every e > 0. We set also u-(z,v) = u+(z, -v).
Besides the approximate continuity, we can also define the approximate differentiability. Let x E f \ S,,
assume that u+ (x) = u- (x) E R, and let p E R n . We say that p is the approximate differential of u at
x if the function
v(y} = IU(y) - U+(X) - (p, - X)l
ly - XI
has approximate limit 0 at x. We use for the approximate differential the same notation (i.e., Vu(x)) of
the differential. It can be shown ([A21, Proposition 1.2) that the domain of the approximate differential is a
Borel set, and Vu is a Borel function.
The next theorem summarizes the main properties concerning the approximate differentiability and the
approximate continuity of functions of bounded variation (see [B5], 4.5.9 and [C1i]).
Theorem 2.3. Let u E BV (f). Then u is approximately differentiable almost everywhere, Vu E LI (l; Rn),
and Vu. 4 IZn is the absolutely continuous part of Du with respect to nln.-
The set Su is countably rectifiable in the sense of (1.11), and there exists a Borel function v: Su ' Sn-1
such that
u+ (s, v) = ut+(x) E R, u_ (x, v) = u-(x) E R
for In_-1-almost every x E Su. We have also
f IVu-Id A+ f Iu+-u- Id,-s1 < IDul(n),
0n s
and the vector v(z) is related to the approximate tangent space to Su by the relation
ap Tan(K, ) = {v E Rn : (v, v(x)) =} ) ,,-a.e. in K
for every K c S, with Xn- 1(K) < +oo.
Thanks to theorem 2.3, functionals of the type
(2.12) (u) = f (, u, Vu) dx + f O(X, u, u-, )d n- 1 (f, so > 0)
n su
are well defined in SBV(f), provided f, So are Borel functions. We recover the functional of segmentation
problems in the particular case
f(, u, p) = p2 + Mu-g9(X)12 , op(x,u, V, V --- a.
Unfortunately, the space BV(1f) may contain very pathological non constant functions which are continuous
and have approximate differential 0 almost everywhere. For these functions, the functional (2.12) reduces to
f f (x,, u,0) d.
and does not depend on the (distributional) derivative of u. This is, from the mathematical point of view, a
serious drawback, because there is no hope to control by means of the functional (2.12) the total variation
IDul(n), and hence theorem 2.2 cannot be applied. The most famous example of such kind of pathological
functions is known in the literature as Cantor-Vitali function.
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Example 5. Let us recursively define a sequence of continuous functions uh [0, 1] -- R by setting
ul(t) = t and
u 2,(3t) if o < t < 1.
un+l(t) = ) ([ if t < t <22 - -3;
2 (1 + Un(3(t - 2))) if < t < 1.
The sequence un converges uniformly to the Cantor-Vitali function u. By the lower semicontinuity of the
total variation, u f BV(10, 1[); by the properties of the approximating functions we get that u is continuous
and locally constant in the complement of Cantor's middle third set C. Since C is negligible, u' = 0 almost
everywhere; the distributional derivative Du is a measure concentrated on C, and it can be shown that
u(t) = ky ([0, t I n C) with y =ln2/ln3.
Even for the problem of segmentation, it does not seem natural to consider as admissible solutions
Cantor-Vitali like functions. Therefore we need to restrict the domain of functionals (2.9), in order to avoid
pathological functions and to gain compactness of the sublevels of the functional. This can be done by a
deeper analysis of the distributional derivative Du of a function of bounded variation.
Proposition 2.4. let u E BV(fl). Then, the distributional derivative splits into three mutually singular
measures:
(2.13) Du = Vu . CnI + Ju + Cu
The first term in the right hand side of (2.13) corresponds to the absolutely continuous part, accordingly to
theorem 2.3. The second term corresponds to the 'jump" part of the derivative, and is related to S,, u+ , u-
by
(2.14) Ju(B)= f (u + - u-)vdX..l VB E B(fl).
S,,nB
The third part is the 'Cantor" part of the derivative, singular with respect to Zn[la, and such that
(2.15) ICul(B) = 0 whenever )X,-(B) < +oo.
Moreover, we have the following implications:
u E Wl'1l(f) B X,- 1(Su) = 0, Cu = 0;
and
u E wIPp(n) =E n-p(s.) = o, Cu = o.
By proposition 2.4 (for the proof, see [A1], and [C19] for the last implication), it is natural to define the
space of special function of bounded variation SBV(n) as the functions u E BV(f) such that Cu = 0. Of
course, we have the inclusions
wll(n) c sBV(f) c BV(f)
and a function u E SBV(f) belongs to W1'l(a) if and only if X._.1(Su) = 0.
In the next section we shall see that under very natural assumptions on the functions f, po in (2.12),
the sets
{u E SBV(l) : F(u) < t}
are relatively compact in SBV(fl) with respect to the topology Loc (f). Therefore the direct method of
Calculus of Variations can be applied, provided F is Ll o (()-lower semicontinuous.
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3. Slicing and main compactness theorem.
In this section we are interested in finding compactness criteria which ensure the relative compactness
of the minimizing sequences for a functional of the form:
(3.1) j(u) = f (x, u, Vu) dx + f O(x, u, u, v)dXn- 1(x).
In many problems of Calculus of Variations in Sobolev spaces, a very useful condition is a more than linear
growth at infinity in the gradient:
(3.2) f(x, Up) Ž> (IPI) Vx E Q, u E R, p E Rn,
with
(3.3) : [0, +oo[--0 [0, +oo[ non decreasing, lim (t) = +oo.t--+co t
Under this assumption, by Dunford-Pettis criterion ([C18], page 239), we know that the approximating
differentials of any minimizing sequence are weakly relatively compact in L' (0; Rn), provided the functional
in (3.1) is not trivially equal to +oo. Now we need a growth condition on SO; in problems modeled on
segmentation, it is reasonable to require that the total length of the discontinuities is uniformly bounded on
minimizing sequences. Hence we shall assume that
(3.4) (x,u,v,v) 2 c > 0 Vx E f, u,v E R, u > v, v E Sn-1 .
Both these conditions are satisfied for the segmentation problem. To avoid technical difficulties and to
simplify the statements we assume that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
(3.5) inf{.7(u) : u E SBV(fl)} = inf{F(u) : u E SBV(f) n L°°(), Iufl1oo < C}.
This condition is satisfied by the functional of segmentation problem
F(u) = / IVu dx + aXn-(Su) +, f u- gl2 dx
n n
provided g E L°°(fl), with C = Igll 0o.. To see this, it is sufficient to replace each function u E SBV(f) by
the function uc = (u A C) V -C. Since
Vuc = 0 a.e. in {lul > C}, Vuc = Vu a.e. in {lul < C},
Su. csu, l g12 dx < f lu-g2 dx,
0 n
the value of the functional F decreases on uc, and (3.5) is satisfied. Thus, we are led to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let {uh} c SBV(Q) n L°° (l) be a sequence such that
(3.6) limsup{llhlloo + f (IVUhl) dx + Xn-l(Su) < +oo.
h-++oo 
0
Then, there exists a subsequence uh, converging in Lo(afl) to u E SBV(fl). Moreover,
Vuh -- Vu weakly in L(f; Rn),
Juh - Ju weakly as Radon measures.
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Heuristically, the idea underlying theorem 3.1 is that on one hand it is impossible to approximate Cantor
or jump part of derivative by approximate differentials weakly compact in L 1 , and on the other hand it is
impossible to approximate absolutely continuous or Cantor part of the derivative by means of jumps with
controlled length. Therefore the absolutely continuous part and the jump part converge independently, and
no Cantor derivative appears.
To show theorem 3.1, we begin to prove that there exists a subsequence (which we still label by uh)
which converges to u E BV(fl) n L ° (fl). This is an easy consequence of theorem 2.2, because
(3.7) IDUh l(n) = lVuh d + u+-u I d l < d + | (VUh) d +- (Su) Vh E N,
0 Sd,,I n
where d > 0 is such that +(t) > t - d for all t > 0.
The main difficulty of theorem 3.1 lies in the proof that u E SBV(f). In order to prove this we begin
with the one dimensional case, i.e. n = 1. In this case, the functions uh are piecewise W l 'l and the number
of discontinuities is uniformly bounded. Possibly extracting subsequences, we can assume that S,u -- K in
the Kuratowski sense, i.e., { V5 E K 3Xh E Suh such that zh -, ;
2h E Su, Xh -- z 2 E K
and K is of a finite set. Since for every open set A cc fl \ K we have Su,, n A = 0 for h large enough, it is
easy to see that u E Wl'l(f \ K) and Su c K, hence u E SBV(fl). Moreover, we get
(3.8) u -_ u' weakly in Ll (if).
To prove that u E SBV(fl) also in the general case n 2> 1 we shall use the slicing properties of functions of
bounded variation. By using the one dimensional result, we will be able to show that for every direction v,
l,-1-almost all the slices belong to SBV. Hence, we need the following equivalence: if u E BV(Of), then
(3.9) u E SBV(fl) = Vv E Sn-', u, E SBV(fR,) for N,-1-a.e. x E r,v
(we use the same notations of §2, see (2.5)). We shall prove much more than (3.9), by showing that the
decomposition of the distributional derivative Du given by proposition 2.4 is well preserved under slicing.
Before stating our theorem, we need to recall a procedure for constructing measures called fubinisation, a
generalisation of the ordinary product of measures.
Assume that for n-,,1-a.e. z E ir, we are given a measure a.: B(R2,) - RP in such a way that the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i)xz -x a.(B 2 ) is a Borel function VB E B(fl),
(here and in the sequel B, = {t E fl,: X + tv E B}) and
(ii)|A l () n-() < +oo.
Then, there exists a unique measure in (l, which we denote by f,, ar: d),-_1 such that
( a dn- 1 ) (B) = |f a(B.) dYO.n-l() VB E B(f).
Moreover, for every bounded Borel function h: -- RP we have
hd( a. dX.n 1) = f f h()( + tv) d' i On-1 ,
f fr 
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and
(3.10) f adXn-i (f) = f Ia. I (0) dX 1l(x).
Now, we can state our theorem on fubinisation of distributional derivatives of functions of bounded variation.
Theorem 3.2. Let u E BV(OI), v E S - l . Then, we have
(3.11) (Vu . jCnlnv) = J
fl'
(3.12) (Ju, v) = f J ,
ifl,
(3.13) (Cu, v) = f Cuz dXn-i.
Moreover, we have
(Vu(z + tv), V) = ut(t) £1 - a.e. in Of.
and
S = {tE , : x+ tv E Su};
u (t) = u+(z+ tv), u;(t) = u-(x + tv) Vz E 0n \ Su,
for X,)-l-almost every x E -rt,.
Theorem 3.2 allows to recover all the structure of functions of bounded variation by means of their one
dimensional slices. In particular, (3.10) and (3.13) imply (3.9). The proof of theorem 3.2 starts from the
following equality, which is easy consequence of Fubini-Tonelli theorem:
(Du, v) = fDu. dX.- 1
fA,
By proposition 2.4 we get
(3.14) (Vu .. In, v) - f u' , lI dXn-1 = -(Ju + Cu, v) + f(Jtu + Cu,) dX.- 1.
IX, is,
Now, the measures in the left hand side of (3.14) are absolutely continuous, and the measures in the right
hand side are singular with respect to ,nln, hence both sides of (3.14) are 0. Therefore (3.11) holds and
(3.15) (Ju, v)- f Juz d)n-1 =-(Cu, v) + f Cu, dXn-1 .
llv v
A similar argument shows that both sides of (3.15) are 0. The heuristic idea is that the measure in the left
hand side of (3.13) is '(n - 1)-dimensional" and the measure in the right hand side has null total variation
on ),n 1-finite sets. The arguments involved here are quite technical; the interested reader is referred to
[All, theorem 3.3.
Now, let us come back to the proof of the compactness theorem. We want to show that u E SBV(fl).
Let v E Sn-1 be a fixed direction; passing eventually to subsequences we can assume that uh. converge in
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N0oc(flx) to ux for )Xn--almost every x E ir,,. By Fatou's lemma and theorem 3.2 we get (we recall that(S,), = {t E n,: + tv e Su,)
(3.16) fliminf (luhI) dt+)o(Su..)}d) nl(x ) iminf | (IUh)+ o(Su)}dn i(x) <lf -+oo ) h-+0oo d 
Irv f, fv fl
< liminf/(/ (lVUh(x+tv)I)dt+ Xo((Su)) d)/n-. 1(x)< liminff (lVuh) dx+ n-l(SuJ).
h--+oo )h--+oo 
rV nfl n0
In the last inequality we have used: Xn- 1 (B) Ž2 fv )o(BZ)dXOn-1; this inequality is true for every Borel set
B ([B5], 3.2.22). Hence, for )(n_1-almost every x E 7r, the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 are satisfied by a
subsequence of Uhz, with n = 1. In particular, ux E SBV(gx) for Xn-1l-almost every x tr,,, and (3.9)
yields u E SBV(f), because v is arbitrary.
Now we prove the last statements of the theorem. For every function g E Co1 (g; Rn) we have
hlirn g (J ) d Di uh - lim (div g) uh dx = - (div g) u dx = g(i) dDi u.
h--+ oo /I~i h-.+oo l
This, together with (3.7) yields by a standard approximation procedure
lim 9 | dDg(i ) dDih = g() dDiu Vg E Co(; R n )
ti1 ti=
where Co (f; R n ) is the space of continuous function g: g -' Rn vanishing on aO. In other words, Duh -- Du
weakly as Radon measures. If we prove the weak convergence of the differentials, the weak convergence of
the jump parts of derivatives will follow by difference. In the one dimensional case, the weak convergence
of the differentials is proved (see (3.8)). Unfortunately, (3.16) tells us that the differentials of the slices uh1,
weakly converge to the differential of us only up to subsequences whose choice may depend on x. Hence
the slicing argument cannot be directly applied to show the weak convergence of differentials. On the other
hand, slicing is a powerful technique to prove lower semicontinuity inequalities. In [Al], by using slicing
along the directions v = e4 (i = {1,..., n}), and arguing as in (3.16), it is proved the following inequality:
(3.17) | Iw-'u I dx < lim inf |i duh3.7 I W ~7X- -h-+oo lw - ixiId<x Vw E £1(g), Vi E {1,... n}.
fn 
The weak convergence in L1(f; R n ) of the approximate differentials implies (3.17), because in every Banach
space the norm is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous; in some Banach spaces E, however, we can
reverse the implication:
(3.18) {eh} weakly compact, llw + ell < liminf llw + ehll Vw E E eh - e weakly in E.
h-4+oo
This is true for Hilbert spaces, and more generally for Banach spaces whose norm is Frechkt differentiable.
Even if the norm of L1(02) is not differentiable, (3.18) is fulfilled in L1 (). The proof (a personal commu-
nication of G.Dal Maso) is the following: it is not restrictive to assume that eh weakly converges to some
f E L(fl). We have to show that f = e. Let P = {f > e}, N = {f < e}. Since weakly compact sets in
L 1(0) are equi-integrable, for every e > 0 it is possible to find k > 0 such that
f leh - eldx < e Vh E N.
{Ie&-li>k}
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Let w = -e - kXp + kXN. It is easy to see that
Iw + ehl < k - (eh - e)XP + (eh - e)XN + 2leh - elXjle,-el>k}.
Integrating both members we get
kl=I lw+ el dx < liminf fIw+ehldx<klll-f(f-e)dx+/(f-e)dx+e,
n n n n
so that fo le - fl dx < e, and since e is arbitrary we conclude that e = f. Hence, the weak convergence of
differentials follows by (3.18), and the compactness theorem 3.1 is completely proved.
We close this section with the following proposition, which is useful to relate our original formulation of
the segmentation problem in terms of (u, K) (see the introduction) with its weak formulation in SBV(f).
Proposition 3.3. Let K c fl be a closed set such that X-,,(K) < +oo, and let u E Wl' 1 (0f \ K) n L°° (n).
Then, u E SBV(f) and Su c K U N with X.,- 1 (N) = 0.
In the one dimensional case the theorem is trivial, and N = 0. The general case follows by theorem 3.2.
In fact, let v E Sn-1 be a fixed direction; by theorem 3.2.22 of [B5] we get
+0o > )_,.-(K) > f/iXo({t E n. : + tv E K}) d._(n- ().
In particular, )(o({t E fl. : x + tv E K}) < +oo for X,-_-almost every x E rv,, and, as a consequence
u, E SBV(fl,) for X,._l-almost every z E 7r,v. Since
IDuI(fln ) < Iu.dt+ // u- I Oo <,Du~,(S ) / l 'l   fi ,u~+ -Up|d)(o  fi lu' I dt + 21lull)10o({t E 6~ : x + tv E K})
n, So. ox
integrating on rv, and using again theorem 3.2 we get
f IDuI dX.-i(x) < f lVuldx +2u1ooX,-,(K),
iffv n\K
and u E SBV(n). Moreover, proposition 2.4 implies Xn-1(f n Su \ K) = 0, which gives the required
inclusion. In [A61 proposition 3.3 is proved without using theorem 3.2.
As a consequence, we get (recall also (3.5))
(3.19) inf{f IVuI2 +CfX .. (Su) + i8f lu| - g12 dx: u E- SBV(fl)} <
n n
inf{ f lVu12 + aX-l(K) +l f u-g12 dx: u E W1 '2( \ K), K c closed}.
n\K n\K
By means of a lower semicontinuity theorem we shall prove in §4 that the first infimum is actually a minimum.
A regularity theorem in §5 will imply that both infima are attained, and are equal.
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4. Lower semicontinuity.
In this section we look for conditions on f, op which ensure the lower semicontinuity of the functional
(4.1) Y(u) = f (x, u, Vu) dx + f S(X, u+, u, v) dX,_i(x)
n S,
in SBV(Z) with respect to the topology L'c(0). We shall make assumptions (3.2), (3.4), (3.5). Hence, for
sake of simplicity, we look for inequalities
(4.2) F(u) < liminf F(uh), uh -~ u in L'c(f), IlUhlIoo < C < +0oo
h--+co
In [A2] it is possible to find more general theorems. By the compactness theorem 3.1, since for the sequences
in (4.2) there is weak convergence of approximate differentials and weak convergence of the jump parts of
derivatives, we expect that the two terms in (4.1) can be studied separately.
In order to study the first part of the functional it is natural to ask which conditions on f ensure the
sequential lower semicontinuity of the functional
(4.3) I(u,v) = f(x, u,v)dx (u,v) E L'(f) x L£(n;lR )
with respect to the product topology L'oc (i) x w - L(;; Rn). These kind of problem arise in optimal
control theory; in this generality the problem has been completely solved by A.D.Ioffe in 1977 (see [C22],
[C231), who proved that I is sequentially lower semicontinuous if and only if
(4.4) (s, p) -- f(x, s, p) is l.s.c. in R +1 ,+ p -- f(x,s, p) is convex and l.s.c. in R n Vs E R
for almost every x e OQ. The lower semicontinuity condition in (s, p) is very reasonable; in order to understand
why convexity is necessary for lower semicontinuity with respect to a weak topology, let us consider the simple
case f(x, u, p) = +k(p), and let p = AP1 + (1- A)p2 with A E [0, 1]. By an elementary procedure, it is possible
to construct a sequence of Borel sets Ah c f such that XAa -- A weakly* in L °°(f), i.e.,
lim f zdx=A zdx Vz E LL°° ().
Ah 0
We set v = p, vh = P1XAh + P2Xn\A,. Since vh weakly converges to v, the lower semicontinuity inequality
yields
V,(p)tfI = I(v) dx < liminf I(vh) < [Ak(pi) + (1- -A)(P2)][ l 
h--*+oo
and dividing by IQI we get the convexity inequality. A similar proof shows that convexity in the gradient is
a necessary condition for lower semicontinuity of integral functionals in Sobolev spaces (see [C24]). Heuristi-
cally, the sufficiency of the convexity condition is related to the following argument: since 'k is the supremum
of affine functions, and since affine functionals are weakly continuous, the functional whose integrand is ' is
weakly lower semicontinuous. Unfortunately the implication
(4.5) vP = SUp Oh k f (U) dx =sup fh(u) dx
hEN hEN
n 0
is true only if 'bh is monotonically increasing, and in general this is not the case when we approximate convex
functions by affine functions. However, if we consider our functionals as measures, and we vary the domain
of integration, an implication very likely to (4.5) holds, as the following fundamental lemma shows.
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Lemma 4.1. Let A/: B(/1) - [0, +oo[ be a measure, and let fh: -- [0, +oo[ be a sequence of Borel
functions. Then
[SUp Ah djA = sup { >jfi dys: Ai C O open and disjoint
The proof of the lemma is very simple. By Beppo-Levi's monotone convergence theorem, we need only
to show that
f SUp h d = sup fi doI : Ai C c open and disjoint
0 Ai
for every k E N. By the inner regularity of pA we get
SUp fh d1A = sup J fi d/: Bi c n Borel and disjoint =
~0 ~~Bi
= sup{f fi, d : Ki C compact and disjoint} = sup{lf fid,: A, C open and disjoint}.
Now we can give a sketch of a recent new proof of Ioffe's theorem (see [C3]). We first approximate thefunction f; in [C3] it is proved that for any Borel function f satisfying (4.4) there exists a sequence of Borel
functions ah: 0 x R -- R, bh: n x R - R' such that
(4.6) f (x, s, p) = sup ah(x, s) + (bh(x, s), p) (s, p) E R x Rn
hEN
and
(4.7) s - ah(x,s , -- bh(x, s) are continuous in R
for almost every x E 0. The idea of this approximation is that for fixed (x, s), since f(x, u, .) is convex andlower semicontinuous, we can find ah, bh satisfying (4.6); and we need only to choose them in such a way
that (4.7) is satisfied. This can be done by means of measurable and continuous selection theorems. In the
approximation we have gained a continuous dependence on u (instead of lower semicontinuous) and a linear
dependence on p (instead of a convex dependence). Since the sum of lower semicontinuous functionals is stilllower semicontinuous, in order to prove the lower semicontinuity of I we need, by lemma 4.1, only to show
that the functional
(4.8) (u, v) - /[ah(x, u) + (bh(X, u), v)I + dx
A
is lower semicontinuous in L(0/; Rn+ l ) for fixed open set A C 0 and h E N ([g]+ = g V 0 is the positive
part of g). Replacing possibly ah, bh by
ah,k = ahX{Ial,+lJb,<k}, bh,kX{laal+lbhl<k} (k E N)
we easily see that it is not restrictive to assume that ah, bh are bounded. We get rid of the positive part by
multiplying by a function g; we have infact
/ [ah(X, U) + (bh(x,u), v)] + dx = sup{f(ah(X, u) + (bh(x, u),v))g d : g E C I(A), O < g 1}
A A
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and each one of the functionals in the right hand side is continuous with respect to the product topology.
In particular, all the functionals (4.8) are lower semicontinuous, and the Ioffe theorem is proved. A typical
example of function f satisfying (4.4) is a strictly positive definite quadratic form in p whose coefficients are
measurable in x and continuous in u (see (4.11) below).
In the proof of Ioffe's theorem we have seen that varying the domain of integration may be a powerful
technique. Now, we see that this technique, combined with a slicing argument, yields a proof of the lower
semicontinuity (in the sense of (4.2)) of the functional
~~~~~~(4.9) ~f IVU12 dx + aXn- rl (Su)
which occurs in the segmentation problems. We neglect the term P fn lu - gj2 dx because it is trivially lower
semicontinuous, by the Fatou lemma. Let {Uh} C SBV(1f) be a sequence converging to u E SBV(f) in
L[oc(S2), and let A c n be a fixed open set, v E S n - l. We can assume (with the notations of (2.5)) that
Uhx converges to u, in oc(Q,) for X,Y_-almost every x E Ir,. By the elementary considerations made in
the proof of the one dimensional version of the compactness theorem 3.1 we get
I IU 112 dt + ao(Ax n Su,) < liminff I Uh.I 2 dt + a.o(A. n Su,.)
A, A.
for Jn,,--almost every x E r,,. To avoid confusion with fixed the direction v, we denote by v, the "normal'
to Su given by proposition 2.3. Integrating both members and using Fatou's lemma and theorem 3.2 we get
JI (Vu, v) 2 d+ + a (v, v) I n- 1 < lim inf I (Vuh, v) ' dx + a I(vu, v)d I n- 1 <
A AnS. A AnS~,
< liminf jVUhl 2dx + aX-_ Y (A n$ S,).
A
In the first inequality we have used the formula
(4.10) f I(zB, z)l dO.(_- = f Xo(t E x,: + tv E B}) dX, 1 (x)
B lrv
which is true for every countably rectifiable set B ([B5], 3.2.22). In (4.10), the unitary vector vB is related
to B by the formula
ap Tan(K, x) = {v: (v, B(x)) = 0} X-_ 1 -a.e. in K
for every set K c B with ,n-1 (K) < +oo. Let D c Sn- be a countable dense set. By the previous
inequality and by lemma 4.1 we get
f 1Vu12 dx+actn-(S.) = sup {f (VVU,,i)l2dx+a f I(vu,vi)Idn-I: vi E D, Aiopendisjoint} <
n lA AinS,
< sup liminf Vuh 2 dx + -a (Ai sn S dX,.- 1 : Ai open disjoint1 <
kEN h-.+oo 
Ai
sup {liminf i1f 2Vuh 2 dx+a)ln-.l(AinSuJ): Ai°open disjoint} < liminff JVuh 2 d:x+CXn-l(SU),
a-kENd-+h --o h-s+oo p
and the lower semicontinuity is proved.
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We want to find criteria of lower semicontinuity for functionals more general than (4.9), for instance
(4.11) | E jx aiJ(u) i cu dx + 6(u+, u-)-(v) d .
For the gradient part of the functional in (4.11), by Ioffe's theorem, it is sufficient to require that the functions
aij(x, s) are measurable in x, continuous in s, and
E aij(, )pipj > clpl2 V(x, s) E n x R, p E R'
i,j=l
with c > 0. The slicing argument cannot be applied to the functionals (4.11), mainly because of the
dependence of the jump part on v. We have seen that convexity in the gradient is a necessary condition of
semicontinuity in Sobolev spaces. In our case, the jump part of derivative is representable in the form (recall
(2.14))
Ju = (+ - U-)v . Xn-.1 Is,
therefore we must look for a sort of 'joint convexity" of so(u, v, v) in v and in the pair (u, v). To state this
property conveniently, we need an auxiliary space, the space Mo of measures p: B(R) -+ Rn of finite total
variation such that iu(R) = 0. We endow Mo with the weakest topology a such that the mappings
Lh(L) = f Mh(i)dp i h: R --- R" continuous and bounded
i=1 R
are continuous. We denote by A c Mo the set
a = {F E M : = p(6u - 6,), p E Rn, u, v E R}
and by co(A) the convex hull of A. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, co(A) is dense in Mo, because each
continuous linear functional which vanishes on A corresponds to a constant function. To each integrand
V(u, v, v) satisfying the condition
(4.12) o(u , v, v) = YO(v, u, -v)
we can associate a function : A - R by
(A) = So(uv, l)l 1PI if s = p(6u - 6v), P p 0.
We say that (o is a biconvex integrand if it satisfies (4.12) and the function j' admits a convex, positively
1-homogeneous and a-lower semicontinuous extension to Mo. We remark that (4.12) is not restrictive: since
in (4.1) u+ > u-, only the values of Vo in the domain
{(u, v, v) E R x R x n-l :U > V
are important; hence (4.12) can be considered a definition of so(u, v, v) when u < v.
Now we can state the main theorem of these lectures.
Theorem 4.2. Let f : / x R x R" --+ [0, +oo[ be a Borel function satisfying conditions (3.2), (4.4), and let
Vo: fi x R x R x S n - 1 -+ [0, +00oo[ be a bounded continuous function satisfying (3.4), (4.12) and
op(x,.,,-.) is biconvex for every x E 0.
Then, the functional I in (4.1) satisfies the lower semicontinuity property (4.2). In particular, if ' satisfies
also condition (3.5), then has a minimizer in SBV(f).
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The lower semicontinuity of the jump part of functionals in theorem 4.2 is proved by an approximation
procedure similar to (4.6). Assuming for simplicity that jo does not depend on x, by using the Hahn-Banach
theorem in Mo, we can find a sequence of bounded continuous functions Vh: R -+ RP such that
v(PU, , ) = sup (Vh(u) - Vh(v), ) V(u, v, ) E R X R x S' 1, U v.
hEN
Then, using lemma 4.1 we are led to prove the lower semicontinuity of functionals
(4.13) u - (Vh (u+ ) - Vh(u-), v) + dX)-1.-
AnS,
The functional in (4.13) is closely related to the jump part of derivative of Vh(u), if Vh is smooth. Then, by
smoothing Vh and integrating by parts in very small neighbourhoods A of the negligible set
U Su$ U SU
hEN
(in this way we have a very small contribution of the approximate differentials in A) we conclude the proof.
We remark that the integrand o of segmentation problems is trivially biconvex, because the extension
of ( is simply the total variation. Now, let us see how the biconvexity condition, which is very abstract, can
be checked for particular class of integrands, namely the integrands in (4.11).
Proposition 4.8. Assume that 6 is symmetric and continuous, and 6(u, u) = 0 Vu E R. Assume also that
:!: R' -_ [0, +oo[ is a positively 1-homogeneous function satisfying the condition fb(-p) = ib(p). Assuming
that neither ,b nor 6 are identically 0, the integrand
jo(u, v, M)= (u, V)+0(V)
in (4.11) is biconvex if and only if 6 is a distance in R, i.e.,
(4.14) 6(u, v) < 6(u, w) + 6(w, v) Vu, v, w E R
and ib is convex, i.e.,
(4.15) Il(P1 + P2) < 'A(Pl) + IP(P2) VP1 , P2 E R n .
Moreover, condition (4.14), (4.15) are necessary for lower semicontinuity.
If 'p is biconvex, then (4.14), (4.15) are necessarily true, because ( is convex in A. Conversely, if 'p
fulfils (4.14), (4.15) we get
(4.16) Vp(u, v, v) = sup 9c,z (u, v, v) = sup(6(u, c) - 6(v, c)) (z, v)
where c varies in the rational numbers and z varies in the subdifferential of 4
{z E Rn : (p) > (zp) Vp E Rn}.
It can be easily seen that
Lcb()= E 6 (c, v)zi dui (v)
i=1 R
is a convex u-continuous extension of 0,,z to .Mo. In particular, po is biconvex. Now we picture briefly the
proof of the necessity of conditions (4.14), (4.15) for lower semicontinuity. Assume that 0 E f. Let v such
that +(v) $ 0; since any function w jumping between u and v along the hyperplane ir, can be approximated
by functions wh jumping between u and w, w and v along ir,, ry, + 2-hv respectively, writing the lower
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semicontinuity inequality we get (4.14). Let p = Pl +P2, and let v1 , v2 be the unitary vectors corresponding
to P1, P2 respectively. Let w be jumping between u and v as before (we assume that 6(u, v) $ 0), and let
Wh be jumping between u and v along a polyhedral set whose faces are normal to v1, v2 alternately. The
inequality (4.15) follows by the lower semicontinuity inequality on this particular sequence.
It is to be noted that the integrands in proposition 4.3 fail to satisfy growth condition (3.4) because they
are continuous and 5(u, u) = 0. However, many function S satisfying (3.4) are monotonically approximable
by this class of integrands, for example
v(U, v, v) = e(lJ - vl)O(V)
with O: [0, +oo[-]O, +oo[ concave and non decreasing (we simply approximate e by ek(t) = E(t) A kt).
For the class of integrands in proposition 4.3 necessary and sufficient conditions of lower semicontinuity
have been found. In [A2] a characterization of integrands (p whose functional is lower emicontinuous has
been identified. This condition, called BV-ellipticity, is very close to the ellipticity conditions of Geometric
Measure Theory, is not easy to be checked and it is formulated by an integral inequality. The problem of
equivalence between biconvexity and BV- ellipticity is still completely open.
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Regularity of minimizers and first variation.
We have shown in §4 that the problem
(5.1) min{r(u) = f lVul 2 dx+ a.(S) +,/If u- g 2 dx: u e SBV(f)} (g E L (n))
n n
has at least one solution. In this section we shall be concerned with the properties of minimizers of (5.1).
Since the regularity of minimizers is trivial in the case n = 1, we assume that n > 2. We begin with the
following result, recently proved by De Giorgi-Carriero-Leaci (see [A61).
Theorem 5.1. Let u E SBV(fl) be a solution of problem (5.1). Then,
(i) u E LOO(), IIHlloo < Ilglloo;
(ii) uE W2(f\Su) Vpe[1,+oo and Au=,(u - g) in Q\S.;
(iii) the function i(z) = u+(x) = u-(x) belongs to C1(f \ S,);
(iv) X.-l(n s u\Su) =0.
The proof of the first three statements is not very difficult; the hardest part of theorem 5.1 is (iv). The
first statement can be proved by the same truncation argument of §3, (3.5). Let p E Col(f \ Yu) be an
arbitrary function; the inequality
liminf Y(u + e6O) - J(u) 0
e-O Id
implies
f(Vu, Vp) d = -, J(u - g) dx
n n
so that u is a weak solution of the equation in (ii). By the regularity theory for the Dirichlet problem (see
[Cll), it follows that u E W2,¢p(n \ S) for every p E [1, +oo[. By the Sobolev embedding theorems, it suffices
to take any p > n to show that u has a C1 representative which must coincide with the approximate limit fi.
Now, we sketch the main ideas involved in the proof of (iv). Some examples coming from the theory of
elliptic problems in domains with corners suggest that Su is not necessarily a closed set (see [A10], section
3). The idea of (iv) consists mainly in the proof of the following statements:
(5.2) the sets o = ( E n: limsup pl- n [ IVu2 dx + )n-(Su n B,,(x))] = 0} and Su are disjoint
P-O+
for all u E SBV(Q), and
(5.3) for each minimizer u of (5.1) the set flo is open.
Let us first see how (iv) follows by (5.2), (5.3). Let r = n \ no; the set r is relatively closed in Qt. We can
write this set as
r= Ur,
e>O
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where the sets r, are defined by
r, ={E n: limsup pl' [ f IVl 2 dx+ Xn_ 1(Su n B(x))] > e}.
Bp(Z)
Since
r C {x E l :imsup p-nt IVu 2 dx + Xn-_l(Su n Bp(x))] = +oo},
Bp(w)
the set r, is negligible; moreover, by a general lemma concerning Hausdorff measures (see for instance [B5],
2.10.19(3)), it follows that
J 1Vu12 dx + .n-_.(B n Su) > .l(B nr) EW > 0, VB E B(Q).
B
In particular, by taking B = re \ Su we get
,- 1 (re \ Su) = O,
and since e > 0 is arbitrary, Xn- (r \ S$) = 0. Hence, Su contains almost all of r; since S, c r, and since
r is relatively closed, we get also
a n fsu\su c r \ s,
which implies (iv). The proof of statement (5.2) is based on a very nice generalisation to SBV(Q2) of
Poincar&-Wirtinger inequality. It is also possible to show that in each point x E flo the approximate limit
is finite. Statement (5.2) is true for all the funcions in SBV(n), not necessarily minimizers. On the other
hand, statement (5.3) heavily depends on minimality. To better describe the main lemma involved in the
proof of (5.3) we need some notation. For every compact set K C n, we set
F(u, t, K) = / IVul dx + aXn-(Su n K)
K
and
4(u,a,K) =inf{F(u, a,K): v E SBV(fl), v = u E fl \ K}.
We have of course _ < F; the quantity
a (u, , K) = F(u, o, K) - 4(u, a, K)
is often called deviation from minimality, or excess. In the proof of regularity theorems, the deviation from
minimality plays an essential role, and it is also an useful device to state regularity properties which are
not affected by perturbations of the functional not depending on derivative. It is important to have a fast
decay of the deviation from minimality as the diameter of K goes to 0: for instance, let us assume that 0f is
smooth and let v E SBV(Rn \ X) n L°° (Rn \ Q). It is not difficult to see that the "Dirichlet" problem
min{f IVu2 dx +aY (fl n Su) : u E SBVoc (Rn), u = v in R" \n}
has a solution, and the deviation from minimality is 0 for sets K inside f. For the segmentation problem,
we have a perturbation fo ju - gj2 dx. Since u, g E L° ° (fl), it is not difficult to show the following result:
Proposition 5.2. Let u E SBV(f) be a minimizer of (5.1). Then, we have
IF(ua, c, (x)) < 2g 112w,p nP Vx E fl, Vp E1o, dist(x, a9)[.
sil a sa~ · 111-~11 Bp~ BI 1 ~-- -- ~--11*co
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The following fundamental result shows that if F, T are small enough, then F has a decay faster than
p-1 as p 4 0.
Theorem 5.3. Let - E]0,1[. Then, there exist two universal constants e(n, a, 7y), O(n,a, 7) such that if
p > , B,,(x) c 2, u E SBV(11) with
F(u, , B,,()) < fEP-l IF(u, c, B,(x)) < OF(u, a, BW ())
then
Flu,a, Bp/2) _< Flu,a, BP(x)).(2
The theorem is proved by contradiction: if the theorem is not true it is possible to find 3 E]0o, 1[, a > 0
and sequences eh, Oh, Ph, Xh, uh such that Eh l 0, Oh 1 0, Bph(Xh) C i,
F(uh, a, BP, (Xh)) = EhP,- (, Iha, BP (Xh)) < OhF(Uh, a, BPh (Xh),
and
F(uh, a, Bp/a2 (Xh))> (n-- F(Uh, a, B (Xh)).
Rescaling and translating we obtain a sequence vh of functions in SBV (B1 ) such that F(vh, a/eh, B1) = 1,
¢(Vh,a/Eh, B1) < Oh, and
F(vh, , B1/2 )> ( )-
The idea is that since a/lch +oo and the excesses in B1 go to 0, in the limit the functions vh behave as an
harmonic function v; since /, IVv2 dx < Q) f 1VvUl dx
B112 B1
for each harmonic function (see for instance [C21], page 80), a contradiction is found.
Now, it can be seen that in the points x where theorem 5.3 can be applied iteratively, we have a fast
decay of F, hence x E rno; the conditions to begin this iteration are a decay of iT faster than pn-l and the
existence of p such that
F(u, ta, Bp(z)) < ;p'-'
If x E flo, the above condition holds for x and for all the points in a small neighbourhood of x, hence the
small neighbourhood is contained in f0o. Since in our case the decay of T is pn, the set 0o is open for each
minimizer of the functional (5.1).
Theorem 5.1 shows that any solution of the segmentation problem in SBV is also a solution of the
formulation of the same problem in terms of closed sets and W1,2 functions, hence both infima in (3.19) are
equal. The set K can be taken exactly equal to the closure of Su in 0. The natural question is now: what
can we say about the regularity of K? This problem is still completely open, however some conjectures can
be done. Some regularity results for free boundary problems proved by Alt-Caffarelli (see [C10]), and all the
regularity theory for minimizing currents suggest that it might exist a "singular" closed set N c K such
that )(,-1 (N) = 0 and K is locally a C1 hypersurface outside N. A stronger conjecture is that actually
)Xn-2 (K) < +oo. If this stronger conjecture were true, in the case n = 2 we would have a jump set K made
by a finite number of points joined by C1 arcs, and this set would effectively give a segmentation of the
domain Q1.
We recall also a paper by D.Mumford and J.Shah were, under some regularity assumptions on K, the
kind of singularity which can occur are classified, and an asymptotic expansion of the minimizers near the
points in N is given. In the same paper it is also investigated the behaviour of the solutions of the problems
(5.1) as P 4 0 or f8 +oo.
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Now, we want to compute the first variation of the functional in (5.1). The idea is to get informations
about the geometry of K by considering variations u,(x) = u(x + Er7), where r/ E CO (fl; R ' ) and
X: -* 4 (X) = + Er/(z)
is a smooth diffeomorphism of 1 for Jel small enough. We shall assume also for simplicity that g E C'(fl);
weaker conditions as g E BV(Ol) can be considered, but there are technical difficulties mainly due to the
intersection (which certainly might be non empty) of Su and S,. Arguing essentially as in [A4] it is possible
to show the following result:
Proposition 5.4. Let u E SBV(fl) be a minimizer of (5.1), and let r7 E CO (l; Rn). Then
(5.4) f [( Vul + u(u-2g))div-22pu(7 , Vg)-2(Vu, Vt7 Vu) dx + f divse (t) dYn-. = 0
0n ,,
where
divs, () = &6t('i) = -_ i(V 7(), )
i=1 i=1
is the tangential divergence of 7r.
Equality (5.4) is a direct consequence of the minimality condition
liminf (ue) 'u) > 0.
e-O eId -
The non trivial part of the proof is the estimate
n (Su= Xn,(-E1 (Su)) = - a 7(i) d.n-, + o(leI),
S$
whose proof, based on area formulas, is available for instance in [B9]. Even if the functional I is not smooth
or convex, equation (5.4) can be regarded as the Euler equation of 7. Since we have made no regularity
assumptions on Su, this equation embodies information about the geometry of Su and its relation with Vu
in an implicit form. Now, we see how, under some regularity assumptions on S,, equation (5.4) implies an
explicit relation between the mean curvature of Su and the jump of JVul2 + (u - g)2 .
Theorem 5.5. Let B c l be a ball such that S, n B is the graph of a C2 function, and let B+, B_ be its
open epigraph and hypograph respectively. Denoting by the subscripts +, - the traces on Su on the side
corresponding to B+ and the side corresponding to B_, we have
(u = <(VU)+,V)=O,\ ~v1u =0(5.5) ) = ((Vu)+ O ) = ((VU_)= ,_-a.e. inBnS,,
and
(5.6) (IvuI+ +t8(u+- g))-(_vul2 +(u_ _ g)2) =-a(n - 1)H )X-1-a.e. in B n Su,
H = sl S6iv(i)/( n - 1) being the mean curvature of S,.
By localizing, we can assume that u E H2 (B+ U B_) (see for instance [C7]), and there exists a C'
mapping Lv: B -- Sn - 1 normal to Su in B n S, and pointing in B_. Let os: B -- R be a function such that
p = 0 in B_ and (p E C'(B+). By the minimality of u, arguing as in the proof of theorem 5.1(ii) we get
f (Vu, V =) dx -f (u - g) dx
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and using the equation Au = f(u - g) and the Gauss-Green theorem we obtain
f p((Vu) +, v+) dY._, = 0,
BnS,
where v+ is the outer normal to B+ in B. Since to is arbitrary, we get the first of (5.5); the second one can
be proved by the same argument.
Let us prove (5.6). Let ( E Co'(B), q - v. By (5.5) and the Gauss-Green formula we get
0 = 2 f div(Vu(Vu, n)) dx.
B+
Expanding the divergence, and using the equality Au = /(u - g) we have
0 = 2, f (u - g)(Vu, ) dx + f (, V(IVul 2 )) dx + 2 (Vu, V.Vu) dx.
B+ B+ B+
Now, we use the identity V(u(u - 2g)) = 2(u - g)Vu - 2uVg and we get
0= (V(pu(u - 2g) + IVul2), 7) dx + 2 J (Vu, VnVu) dx + 2P f u(Vg, it) dx.
B+ B+ B+
The first integral can be evaluated using the divergence theorem in B+:
O= f (Pu+(u+-2g)+lVul+) dX._j- J[(pu(u-2g)+IVul2)divt1-2(Vu, VVu)] dx+2,8 u(Vg, t) dx.
BnS, B+ B+
Similarly, we have also
0= -/ (/6u_ (u._-2g)+jVu2) d) 1-f [(,6u(u-2g)+-VuI2)div7-2(Vu, V?7Vu)] dx+2,- J u(Vg, i?)dx.
BnS, B- B_
Adding these two equations and using proposition 5.4 we obtain the following equality




divs,(i7) = E 67(') = ( Z 6i(') + (v, (Ve - (V(,v)v)) = (i) = (n - 1).H,
i=l i=l i=l
we get
I ((oVul + (U+ -g) 2 ) - (IVu2 + (u- g)2)) dn 1 =-i(n-1) B H-C -
BnS, BnS,
Since ~ E CO° (B) is arbitrary, (5.6) is true Xn._-almost everywhere in B n Su, and this concludes the proof
of the theorem.
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6. Approximation with elliptic functionals via r-convergence.
In this section we want to show a way to approximate the functional of segmentation
(6.1) J IVul2 dx + a ,- ) (Su, + I - 2 d1
0 n
by means of elliptic functionals defined in Sobolev spaces. In order to do this we first need a precise definition
of approximation for functionals. We shall first deal with this problem in an abstract setting.
Let X be a separable metric space, and let
S (X) = (f:X - [0, +ool: such that f is lower semicontinuous).
We want to define in S (X) a variational convergence satisfying the condition
(6.2) Afh f = inf fh(x) - inf f
MEX xEX
in case the functions fh are equicoercive, in the sense that for every t > 0 there exists Kt c X compact such
that
(6.3) {x E X: fh(x) < t} c Kt Vh E N.
Condition (6.2), very natural from the point of view of Calculus of Variations, shows that pointwise conver-
gence topology, that is, the topology inherited from [0, +oo] x is not enough; moreover, S (X) is not closed in
[0, +oo]X. On the other hand, it turns out that for the major part of the applications uniform convergence
is a too strong topology, even if it fulfils (6.2).
In the 70's (see [C9], [C15], [C16], [C171) De Giorgi has introduced in S (X) a variational convergence,
called r-convergence, which is particularly useful in problems of convergence of integral functionals. In
the French literature, r-convergence is also called epi-convergence (see [C6]). The definition is the following.
Let {fh} c S(X), and let f E S(X); we say that fh r-converges to f, and we write
h - f, f=r- lim fh
if
(x. --h x liminf fA(xh) > f (x);
(6.4) h-+oo
32Xh -X such that limsupfh(xh) < f(X),
h--+oo
for all x E X. In the next proposition we summarize the main properties of r-convergence.
Proposition 6.1. Let {fh} c S(X). Then,
(i) f = r- lim fh if exists is unique;
h- +oo
(ii) there exists a subsequence fhk, f e S(X) such that f = r - lim fhk;
h--+oo
(iii) f = r- lim h = f + g = - lim f + g for all g: X --4R continuous;
h-+oo h-+oo
(iv) if f = r - lim fh and fh satisfy (6.3), then (6.2) is satisfied; let {Xh} C X be a sequence such that
h-*-o°
lim fh(h) = lim minfh(x).
h--+oo h--+oo sEX
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Then every point in the compact set
K=n u fU{x
hENk>h
is a minimizer of f;
(v) If X is compact, there exists a distance 6 in S(X) such that (S(X), 6) is a compact metric space, and
lim 6(fh, f) =O ° f= r - lim f.h--+oo h--+oo
Now we briefly describe some of the best applications of the theory of r-convergence.
Example 1. Let 0 c R' be a bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary, and let A, A be strictly positive
constants. Let e c S (L2(f0)) be the set of functionals F: L2 (0) --+ [0, +oo] such that
Ffu) = I E ais i, a,, dx if u E Ho'(n );
+oo if u E L2(0) \ Ho (f),
with the Borel matrix aij simmetric and such that
n
AP12 > >i aii(x)pip > AIP12 Vx E 0, p E Rn.
i,j=l
The set E is sequentially compact in S(L 2 ( 0)) with respect to r-convergence. In particular, problems
modeled on the homogeneisation, that is, find the "limit" as e goes to 0 of the functionals
Fe(u) =f asi(e)- -xi dx aij(x) periodic
o ij=1
can be studied by the tools of r-convergence. There is also a close relation betweeen r-convergence of
functionals in £ and convergence of the linear operators corresponding to the Euler equation.
Let F E C, {Fh} c C, and let us denote by aij, ah) the coefficients corresponding to F, Fh respectively.
Given w E H-l, we denote by Lh(w), L(w) E Ho' (0) the solutions of the elliptic problem
a ( au a au E (9 ah (2x) u = w, ai 
i~J=1 (9xi 9ji,j=1
Then, we have the implication:
Fh = r- lim F : h L (W) - L(W) weakly in Ho(Q) for all wE H - 1.
h-* +oo
The implication =- is straightforward consequence of proposition 6.1 (iii), (iv): Lh(w) are the solutions of
the problems
fmini a ? !(z,) a--x a-'
The opposite implication is shown in [C15]. A convergence theory for the functionals in E based on the
convergence of Euler's equations has been developed by S.Spagnolo some years before r-convergence ([C30],
[C31]). The major advantage of r-convergence is that it makes sense even if the Euler equation is missing,
as it happens for instance in the case of non-smooth functionals. In our case, the functional in (6.1) is not
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convex and the Euler's conditions of §5 don't give us complete information about the functional, therefore
r-convergence provides the right way of formulating the approximation problem.
Example 2. (See [C25]) The free energy of some fluids (called Cahn-Hilliard fluids) depends on the density
u of the fluid, and it has the form
W(u) = e(u) + L(u)
with 1O > 0, L(t) = at + b affine function,
(u) =0 ; u=a or u=/3
and a < f. The configurations of minimal energy with a mass constraint
min{fW(u)dx:u: -. 0,+oo[ Borel, udx= K
n n
(altI[ < K < /3IlI) are all the Borel functions u: -* ({a, /) such that
(6.5) al{u = )a} + /3{u = 3}1 = K
because JW(u) dx = (u) dx + aK + blfl
0n
for each admissible function u. On the other hand the observed equilibrium positions of the fluid satisfy
condition (6.5), but there is also a smooth interface with constant mean curvature betweeen the regions
{u = a), {u = /3). To explain this phenomenon, it has been suggested the introduction of a small smoothing
term to the energy functional to be minimized:
f[E(u) + E2 1lV1 2 ]dx if u E W1. 2 (fl), u > 0 a.e., fa udxZ = K;
+oo otherwise.
Recently (see [C261), L.Modica and S.Mortola have proved that the the functionals Fl/e r-converge in
S(Ll(fi)) to the functional
( c(a,/3))nl(a*({u a= ) n) if u E {a, /3) a.e., f udx = K;
F(u) = 0
+oo otherwise,
where c(a, ,) = 2 vf1 i(s) ds. By the mass constraint, minimizing F is equivalent to minimize
X,.-l(a*A n 0)
over all sets A E B(f0) such that
IAI= i/ K 1 Inl
and the minimizers of this functionals (recall example 4, §1) are really observed.
Example 2 has been the starting point of our research: in fact, it shows that the P-limit of elliptic
functionals may be a completely different functional, namely, an area-like functional. Now, let us turn to
our original problem. For reasons which will be clear later, we need an extra variable v E [0, 1]; it can be
considered, as we shall see, a sort of control variable on the gradient of u. We fix an arbitrary constant
C > 0 and we set
X = {(u, v) E Lo (f; R2 ) :0 < v < 1 a.e. in fl, IIulloo < C},
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and
(f JIVul2 d+ X,- 1 (Su) if E SBV((), v = O;
F(u,v)= a
+oo otherwise.
We endow X with the Lo c topology. By theorem 4.2, 7 E S(X). Now we define the approximating
functionals Y; formally they are defined by
Fe(u, V) = [(IVu2 + IVV12 ) (1 - 2)2/ + 2 2] d.
These functional are well defined in W1 2 (fn) x W1"2(f) n X; unfortunately, they are not coercive in this
space, because the term multiplying the gradients can approach 0. Let woe: [0, 1] -4 R be the function
(Pe(t) = (1- s2)1/ds.
If w = cP(v), the chain rule for approximate differentials implies that the equality
(6.6) VW = (1 - V2)1/eVv
makes sense if w E W1 '2 (Q), and this condition is weaker than v E W1'2(f). By a similar argument, we see
that
IVuI(l-v 2 )l/E belongs to L2(n)
if u(1 - v2)1/E+l E W1, 2(f). Hence, we set
X, = {(u1, ) E X: VoE(v) E W1,2 (), u(1 - V2)1/e+1 E W1,2(n)}
and
) [(1vu12 + jvVl2 )(1 _ v2)2/E + a 2 ]dZ if (u,v) E X,;
FE(u, V) = , . a!
+oo otherwise.
By using (6.6) and similar chain rule for differentials, it can be seen that the functionals r are coercive;
moreover, by the slicing techniques of §4 it is possible to show that these functionals belong to S (X). Now,
we can state our approximation result, proved in a joint work with V.M.Tortorelli (see [A3]):
Theorem 6.2. Let Eh c]O, +oo[ be any sequence converging to 0. The functionals h, r-converge in S (X) to
7 and satisfy the equi-coercivity condition (6.3). In particular, let g E L °°(1) and let (uE, v,,) be solutions
of the problems
n 2
Then, all the function u in the (non-empty) set
K = n u {u. t }
hEN k>h
minimize the functional
(u) = f Vu12 dx + ao -lI(Su) + Bf |u - g12 dx.
n n
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We sketch very briefly the proof of theorem 6.2. The inequality
liminf .(u,) > F(u)
can be proved first in the one-dimensional case, and then, by the same arguments of §4, in the general case.
To prove that the second condition in (6.4) is fulfilled, we begin with the following approximation lemma:
Lemma 6.3. Let u E SBV(fl) nL°°(f) be a function such that IVul E L 2 (2) and YN,- 1 (Su) < +oo. Then,
there exists a sequence of functions uh E SBV (fl) n Lo° (2) such that
(i) lim / - uh 2 d= 0;
(ii) h~~lim J/VUh- VU 2d = O, =lirm ,Sil(Sut) = Xn-1l(S`);
~(iii) SX._n- (Suh) = .n-_(Suh nn) Vh E N.
This lemma is a straightforward consequence of the regularity theorem of §5: it suffices to take the
solution uh of the problem
min{ f IVw12 dx + Xn,-l(Sw) + h f Iw- U12 : w E SBV(1) }.
n n
By this lemma and by a diagonal argument it can be seen that we need only to construct the sequence
(uE, vC) for the functions u such that ,n-l (f n S \ Su) = 0. Since the functions u, must approximate u,
the integral J IVuI 2dz
0
cannot be controlled near Su. Therefore we need the control variable v, equal to 1 near Su, so that no cost
is paid by IVul in that region. On the other hand, since
(Ue,v ) J> Al v2dx,
0
the functions v, must converge to 0 very fastly; hence, far from Su the function v, can be equal to 0. We
need to specify how v, moves between 0 and 1. Even in this case, the idea is to solve first the problem in
one dimension, and after in the general case. Let n = 1; since 3e can be, by Cauchy's inequality, minorized
by
X Ivllv'j(1l- 2)1/edt,
the functions v, must behave as approximate solutions -f of the problem
inf - 2171)17' /cdt : a > >O EC1 ([0a]), 7(0)=O0 7(a)=1= -
The infimum above is not attained and is equal to a/2. Since for every jump of u, the function v, must go
between 0 and 1 two times, the cost is exactly a. In more than one dimension the argument is similar: the
functions v, are defined as
ve,(z) = ey (d(x, S3))
where e, are the functions of the one-dimensional case, and the cost paid in the transition between 0 and 1
is ,-1 (S, n n)= .-_, (S,).
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